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Abstract
The interplay of language, cognition, and culture has attracted the utmost attention of
linguistic anthropologists since the inception of their discipline. By locating a research juncture for
these three themes, this study focuses on both verbal and nonverbal elements employed in an
interview with victims of the Fukushima disaster. More specifically, this study explores a scale of
‗relevance‘ of these individuals to this disaster at four levels; the linguistic, interactional, schematic,
and poetic. I closely examine the third and the fourth levels, the schematic and poetic, by exploring
binaries (e.g., ‗depart-return‘ and ‗action-thought‘) and the poetic configurations emerging online
through these binaries during the interview regarding the Great East Japan Earthquake. I also
consider corporeal actions by the interviewer that support and mediate listenership whereby
individuals coordinate gaze and reactive tokens, effectively involving interlocutors in the poetic
construction of multimodal texts during the interviews. Grounded on the multiple levels of
complementarity addressed throughout this study, I conclude that subsequent scholarship should
examine the holistic orchestration of multi-layered achievements in greater depth, in order to
elaborate on ways in which such an orchestration takes shape through a preferred ‗fashion of
speaking.‘
Keywords: Relevance, Schema, Poetics, Reactive tokens, Gaze, Japanese
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Introduction
General Orientation
This study emerges at the intersection of language, cognition, and culture—a field which was defined
and promoted by Boas, as linguistic anthropology in his well-established four-field approach. Boaz
was fully committed to cultural relativism, and his claim that each culture must be understood in its
contexts, and by its own terms, continues to be central to the discipline. In that vein, one of the major
debates emerging in linguistic anthropology since the inception of the Boasian tradition is the notion
of ‗linguistic relativity‘— a tenet that peoples‘ perceptions and world views are relative to the language
they speak (Boas 1911; cf. Sapir 1921). This assumption was widely held among linguistic
anthropologists in the early- to mid-twentieth century, and has long served as a cornerstone of their
discipline. Recently the study of linguistic relativity has been extended beyond cognitive
consequences to include differential behavioral contingencies in social interaction termed "collateral
effects" (Sidnell and Enfield 2012), which are (by)products of the selection of linguistic structures to
achieve a required action.
Similarly, people with different ‗cultural (or folk) models‘ hold relativistic ideals for making
sense of their behaviors and experiences in the world, and cultivate particular tropes to encode these
behaviors and experiences. The reference to certain cultural entities provokes relevant images and
values via two major modes of association, i.e., association by similarity (metaphor) and contiguity
(metonymy) (Jakobson 1971; Holland and Quinn 1987; D‘Andrade 1995). Analysis of these tropes has
played a major role in cultural understanding. For example, experiences in marriage and love,
emotions, illnesses, etc. can often be conceived through propositional metaphors and metonymies
according to the people‘s understanding of their belief systems (see chapters in Holland and Quinn
1987 and Fernandez 1991).
Especially for linguistic anthropologists taking a 'discourse-centered‘ (Sherzer 1987)
approach, a multimodal investigation of text and performance was an important mission. This line of
investigation initially emerged in the attempts to transcribe subtle nuances in verbal and nonverbal
performances (e.g., focus on prosodic features by Tedlock (1983) and on bodily motions by
Birdwhistell (1970)). At present, such analytical methods have become highly sophisticated due to
the introduction of multimodal annotation software and relevant transcription methods,
incorporated largely from conversation analysis and gesture studies (e.g., Goodwin 2000; Kendon
2004; Rossano 2012). In a novel attempt to integrate these orientations to research, Levinson and his
colleagues (Enfield and Levinson 2006; Levinson 2019) developed the ‗human sociality project.‘
Here, by conducting fieldwork and through comparative analyses on natural and elicited speech,
these researchers support that conversation systems serve as a universal design of the development
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of human sociality through its fundamental devices such as turn-taking, adjacency pairs, repairs,
reference, and so forth. Subsequently, social interaction becomes a primordial site for the
moment-by-moment accomplishment of cognition and action (Goodwin 2000), as well as for the
attainment of interactional competence required for human communication.
Poetic language has also constituted a major theme in linguistic anthropological
investigations. Poetics, taken in this vein, is most relevant, but not exclusively restricted, to linguistic
poetics conceived by Roman Jakobson (1960, 1985), and subsequent lines of work advanced under
the rubric of ‗ethnopoetics‘ (Hymes 1981, 1996, 2003) and ‗poetry of prose‘ (Silverstein 1985;
Lempert 2018). A configuration characterized by ―unexpected, striking symmetries and
antisymmetries, balanced structures, efficient accumulation of equivalent forms and salient contrasts
(Jakobson 1985: 42),‖ underlies and supports poetic language, yet this configuration is restricted by
the repertory of lexical, morphological, and syntactic constituents used in poetry (and prose or
ordinary speech, to our interest). Jakobson (1985) emphasized, building on Whorf‘s parlance of ―a
‗geometry‘ of form principles characteristic of each language‖ (ibid, 44), that ―(t)he abstractive power
of human thought underlying … both geometrical relations and grammar‖ plays a pivotal role in
constructing and performing poetry and verbal art. This geometrical trope of poetic language is
highly suggestive in conceiving the poetic construction of speech, and I posit that it can also be
adapted to the form-content relationship of language and the body as well. Such a multimodal,
semiotic construction of poeticity is not simply an issue of poetics per se, but rather an endeavor that
relates to the linguistic relativity of performance, since the composition (poetic configuration) and
the nature of the constitution (performance) of a preferred linguistic ‗geometry‘ are largely
culture-dependent at the practice level (cf. Bourdieu 1990).
In this study, we thus attempt to reveal cultural accomplishments of relevance and poeticity
through expositions of multimodality. These accomplishments are ethnopoetically coordinated by
speakers and addresees, thus giving rise to heightened levels of affiliation and involvement among
the interlocutors. This occurs through the multimodal achievement of socialty in the interview after
the Great East Japan Earthquake. As such, this study exhibits that a holistic configuration of
interaction comprises a highly poetic form of reciprocated talk, through strategies of relevance and
complementarity, which I now discuss.

Relevance and Complementarity
Subsequent to the orientation introduced above, the aim of this analysis is to evaluate how interview
participants cope with a ‗new societal normal‘ through the emergent order of discourse in the face of
the chaos and abnormality caused by the disasters such as the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011.
The key issue here is the concept of ‗relevance‘ (cf. Schegloff 1968, 1972), not only in a micro and
interactional sense but also in cognitive and cultural dimensions. The significance of the
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complementary elements of human conversation was extended beyond the lexical and grammatical
levels of constituency by conversation analysts. Such an interactional level of ‗conditional relevance‘
typically emerges in relations such as turn-taking and adjacency pairs such that ―(w)hen one
utterance (A) is conditionally relevant on another (S), then the occurrence of S provides for the
relevance of the occurrence of A‖ 1 (Schegloff 1972; 76; see also Lerner 1996; Stivers and Rossano
2010). Furthermore, if and only if some elements in conversation are conditioned to occur together
or in conjunction, we could expect that certain elements are felt to be ‗absent‘ when they are not
realized. Here, only certain items in language and language use can exhibit such a sense of absence or
missing-ness in a broader sense of constituency. Building on this tenet, this paper attempts to expand
the notion of relevance from linguistic and interactional levels to a wider range of phenomena in
spontaneous discourse.
What I mark as relevance here is broader in form and content than the original notion of
conditional relevance (Schegloff 1968, 1972), and largely concerns ‗complementarity‘ in linguistic,
interactional, cognitive, and cultural levels. We use a language according to a tacit assumption that
we share a code, rules, and norms for interpretation. In so doing, however, it is essential to construct
and use language so as to minimize the absence and void of messages that might render the language
mis/dis-communicative. In that sense, we do not escape making judgements on whether or not those
levels are (formally) possible, feasible, appropriate, and (actually) done (Hymes 1972). As I describe
below, these issues are related to the four levels of relevance.
However, the major difference among these linguistic, interactional, cognitive, and cultural
levels lies in the degree of awareness of complementarity in an anticipated ‗scale‘ (see Blommaert,
2007; Carr and Lempert, 2016). While we calibrate our scales for conversational purposes, they are
always locally institutionalized. More so, these scales are flexible, resizable, or (de)focused. Discourse
participants are inevitably oriented to scale up or down the interactional order during ongoing
interaction. In this paper, I will present how such institutionalized scales become relevant when
expected actions are absent on each level.
I postulate four levels of complementarity to conversational interaction, to explicate disaster
victims‘ discursive attempts with which they make sense of their immanent threats and life changes.
Those four levels of complementarity comprise the following: Firstly, a linguistic level which is based
on structural constituencies of language; secondly, an interactional level which is based on human
communicative mechanisms (Schegloff 1968, 2007; Enfield 2015; Levinson 2019); thirdly, a
(image-)schematic level which is based on metaphorical and analogical thought (Lakoff and Johnson
1980; D‘Andrade 1995; Kövecses 2002); and a culture-dependent, poetic level based on customized
patterns accumulated through social practice (Hymes 1981, 1996; Hanks 1989; Lempert 2018).
However, I do not argue that these four levels emerge universally in interactional exchanges.
Rather, I propose that they are engrained in yet emergent factors during discourse, and are thus
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granular and flexible, succumbing to contextual amenability. These levels of commnnicative
exchanges are palpably observed in the current interview data, and seem wide-spread even in
interactive exchanges outside an interview setting. These levels are occasioned at the intersection of
what Enfield (2015) calls enchronic and diachronic frames of human communicative functions. An
enchronic frame describes a section of time malleable across conversational instances, whereas a
diachronic frame represents the patterns that have been socially/culturally transmitted and
historically conventionalized over a long period (e.g., adoption/diffusion of innovations and
grammaticalization). Here, the distinction of the four levels is useful but not always clear-cut since
they can be simultaneously achieved in sequences of talk.
Related to these levels is bodily involvement in the holistic achievement of multi-layered and
multimodal practices. The physical context within which the body exists affects and reflects the
perceptions of the participants (Goodwin 2000). In order to fully comprehend what matters at the
present, we must investigate these oft-neglected facets of communication. I will thus specifically
focus on some significant bodily movements that assist to complement and construct the
interactional organization.

A Four-layer Approach to Interactional Achievement
The four interrelated levels, that is, the linguistic, interactional, cognitive, and cultural levels, are
grounded in a type-level formation accumulated through conversation, but are actualized in situ
through ordinary token-level practice. In what follows, I specifically examine the three layers of
relevance beyond a ‗linguistic‘ level—i.e., ‗interactional,‘ ‗schematic,‘ and ‗(ethno)poetic‘ levels, all of
which partake in making sense of a sequence of actions. Although the participants may not overtly
reference these levels, I evidence their underlying formats in the emergent interaction.
In the first linguistic level of complementarity, an isolated sentence such as ‗I love ….‘ may
convince the hearer/reader that it is wrong, strange, or that something is structurally absent. This
level purports to linguistically define relevance due to the fact that formal constituency is key in
lexico-semantic and grammatical judgements. The second, micro-interactional level of
complementarity, or what is called conditional relevance, mainly concerns conversational
achievements of everyday order. If we hear someone say: ―How are you?‖ and nothing else following,
we sense an absence on an interactional level. In a longer stretch of utterances verbal (and nonverbal)
exchanges are controlled by an interlocutor‘s inference that frames utterances as relevant to the
immediate context, and conversational participants thus make sense of what is happening (Sperber
and Wilson 1995).
Conditional relevance is assumed to essentially concern a niche in human communicative
development called an enchronic frame (Enfield 2015), and which comprises speech, gesture, and
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other signs of up to several minutes, but is not necessarily bound by a single turn or a paired action
(c.f. Enfield and Levinson 2006 for communicative foundations). For example, the second pair part
(SPP) of an adjacency pair may come after several turns through insertion and/or post sequences, but
is controlled by micro-level relevance defined by the immediate sequential organization. We thus
must look into a broader range of interaction, one that appears to be bounded by other types of
relevance. In this sense, we focus on different scales (Blommaert 2007; Carr and Lempert 2016) of
complementary relationships, and positon these scales in a broader plane of relevance.
The next layer is the schematic level, the rationale for which is grounded in work in
psychology, cognitive science, and anthropology (Abelson 1981; Hill 1985; Fernandez 1991;
D‘Andrade 1995). A schema is a framework or template for organizing experiences and perceptions,
and this level of relevance is cognitively robust, being embodied and created through culturally
mediated discourse and practice. The significant notion of schema elucidates both the universal and
culture-specific human capacities for inference and reasoning (Holland and Quinn 1987; see also
Semino‘s (2014 [1997]) adaption of the schema theory), as seen in different schematic networks used
for the metaphor of anger (Matsuki 1995; Köevasces 2002).
Shared experiential categories are at times realized in language as metaphors. What Lakoff
and Johnson (1980) define as conceptual metaphors ground our understanding of abstract ideas,
experiences, and entities. These (ontological, orientational, structural) metaphors cultivate the
human faculties such as analogy and inference for connecting the source and target domains through
schematic extensions (Gibbs 2008; Cienki 2013). Many of these conceptual (especially orientational)
metaphors often include dichotomous categories—e.g., up/down, front/back, near/far,
good/bad—which share ontological foundations of cognition, and can be utilized to understand
speaker‘s/addressee‘s experiences and intentions. These experiences and intention, once evoked in
discourse, overarch such units as the stretch of sentences, floors, and topics/themes (Holland and
Quinn 1987; see also Basso 1990; Hill 1995). In this sense, this level is not restricted to the local and
micro-level relevance assumed in conversational achievement. In this study, I specifically refer to the
spatio-temporal schematic image ‗depart-return.‘
Finally, what I label as ‗(ethno)poetic‘ relevance usually, but not exclusively, relies on
systematic configurations of semiotic signs. As used in poetics, ‗poem‘ originally describes something
created and fabricated. If poetry is to create order (poetic language) out of chaos (commonplace
language), then poetic interaction is an ordinary extension of making sense of everyday interaction.
Among numerous approaches to poetic language, the study of ethnopoetics has avidly been promoted
since the 1960s by poets/writers, anthropologists, and folklorists who study oral traditions (see
Rothenberg and Rothenberg 1983 for numerous contributions to this project, and Kroskrity and
Webster 2015, Kataoka 2012a for recent developments). Ethnopoeticians were particularly keen to
convey the aesthetic richness of indigenous cultures that could be lost if documented and replicated
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through only on Western poetry traditions. For example, Tedlock (1983) stressed the importance of
prosodic/ tonal features and pauses whereas Hymes (1981, 1996) focused on structural patterns of
repetition and parallelism, especially in terms of verses and stanzas.
Recursive structures serve as a matrix for ‗interactional poetry.‘ Silverstein (1985), Tannen
(1989), Hopper and Glen (1994), and McNeill (2003), among others, have noted how features of
interactional poetry appear abundantly, with everyday conversations being replete with
reiterative/reflexive, representative, referential, and metalingual phenomena. Silverstein‘s (1985,
2004) notion of poetic pragmatics is, whether in poems, novels, or written/spoken discourse, not
necessarily restricted to a single sentence. Or rather, the essence and utility of poetic texts, as defined
by Jakobson (1960, 1966) in terms of selection and combination, can be intensified in longer
stretches of discourse over the interactional level and beyond, possibly to nonreferential texts
(Silverstein 1976, 2004). In this respect, the current study supplements other work, yet separates
itself from other studies by indicating that not only verbal/nonverbal but also bodily elements form
eminent poetic organization, sometimes through what McNeill (2005) calls ―catchment‖—recursive
gestures that specify semantic and thematic coherence, a phenomenon which emerges through ‗lyric
epiphany‘ (Friedrich 2001).2
Such formations as poetic texts are the outcome of socially and culturally habituated
practices. A Japanese linguist Tokieda (1941) once argued for the rhythmic prevalence of the
‗isochronic beat‘ inherent in Japanese poetry (and possibly, in Japanese speech/conversation).
Tokieda claimed that the essence of Japanese rhythm resides in the bamen ‗scene/context/
framework‘ of language, positing that:
(L)anguage never exists outside the realm of the rhythmic bamen. It is very much like the scale in
music or the composition in painting. Seen this way, it is not that rhythm exists because of sound,
but rather that sound emerges based on the rhythmic bamen. A sequence of sounds is composed
due to the constraints of the inevitable rhythm (of language) (Tokieda 1941: 58, my translation).

What we can glean from this statement is the rhythmic primacy in Japanese discourse formation.
Bourdieu (1990) also commented on ―rhythm‖ in a more general sense in theorizing the
notion of habitus, ―a system of durable, transposable dispositions (53),‖ which individuals create
through life by navigating through available choices and tastes, offered in respective social
conditions. Bourdieu sees bodily memory as thriving on habitus, and which comprises ―operational
schemes, analogous to the rhythm of a line of verse whose words have been forgotten‖ (69). This sort
of acculturation of the body in/through discourse constitutes a ―social necessity turned into nature,
converted into motor schemes and body automatisms‖ (69), and is isomorphic with what is called
‗the historical body‘ (Nishida 1958), which thrives on a conversational agent‘s practical dispositions.
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Data and Method of Analysis
The material analyzed in this study is an extract from an interview with residents in Tochigi
Prefecture, Japan, on their parenting attitudes in the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake
(March, 2011).3 The data were videotaped in 2012 in the house of the interviewees. Though the
interview was conducted in a semi-structured manner, it transpired to become a natural conversation
between intimate friends. There were three participants (the interviewer A, and interviewees B and
C): A and C are female and close friends and the main speakers in the data, while B is C‘s husband
and an occasional speaker in the interview. The interview lasted approximately an hour, but the
current data constitutes the final seven minutes of the interview. The recording transcription system
employed is an adaptation of that developed by Du Bois et al. (1993).
In conversations, topic boundaries are not always articulate. In this portion of the data,
however, the participants discussed the question of whether their parenting attitudes had changed
after the disaster, which is the superordinate topic posed by the interviewer. Based on the question,
we identified the following four subordinate topics (1(a)–(d)) (see below) in relation to the
superordinate topic—although the subordinate topics (b) and (c) are rather intermingled.
(1) Changes in parenting attitudes following the 3.11 disaster
(a) Speaker B‘s anxiety about food
(b) How Speaker C behaves toward her children
(c) Giving advice to children on how to act in an emergency incident
(d) Different attitudes toward the earthquake between fathers and mothers
In this study I explore the interactional exchanges between the participants, focusing in particular on
the semiotic resources that reinforced care-givers‘ (especially mothers‘) responsibility and identity,
and reveal that the process was achieved in terms of multi-level coordination of their
verbal/nonverbal elements and the poetic formation of them. For the current purpose, the following
motifs in (2) were selected from previous studies on Japanese conversation/interaction. Since each
element has gained ample attention and accumulated research results, I will briefly refer to these
issues in the following.
(2) Semiotic resources investigated
(a) Verbal elements
(i) Reactive tokens (aizuchi)
(ii) Reporting verb (yuu ‗say‘) and cognition verbs (wakaru ‗understand‘ and omou ‗think‘)
(iii) Types of quotation
(b) Nonverbal elements
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(i) Reactive tokens (nodding)
(ii) Eye gaze

In Japanese conversations and narratives, listenership is typically fulfilled by employing
reactive tokens (RT: 2 (a-i, b-i)) such as aizuchi, nods, and possibly eye gaze (Clancy et al. 1996),
often with final particles ne and yo accompanied (Kita and Ide 2007). Also, reactive tokens in
Japanese are reported to abound in conversation, occurring three times more frequently than those
by English speakers (Maynard 1987). The types, lengths, and origins of these reactive tokens are
beyond the scope of this research, but typical ones include hai ‗yes,‘ ee ‗yeah,‘ un ‗yup,‘ aa ‗oh,‘ soo ‗I
see,‘ hee ‗wow,‘ mhm ‗uhum,‘ and their combinations, which occur at boundaries of words/phrases
(i.e., at ‗interactive turn spaces‘ (Iwasaki 2009). In addition, nodding serves as a token of preliminary
affiliation, which will often lead to agreement (Stivers 2008).
Some reporting verbs such as (…to) yuu ‗say (that)’ and cognition verbs such as wakaru
‗understand‘ and omou ‗think,‘ often reduplicated with or without a pause in between, seem to retain
the equivalent function as continuers and/or agreement markers (2 (a-ii)). This characteristic exactly
corresponds to Ono and Suzuki‘s (2018) finding that frequently used verbs with general meanings
(such as aru ‗exist,‘ yaru ‗do,‘ and wakaru ‗understand‘ as in our case) have been grammaticalized
and formulated as tokens reactive to the prior talk. Interestingly, the occurrence and formation of
these verbs are not random, but seem to collaborate with, and serve to help construct, a preferred
unit as a building block of Japanese discourse.
As regards quotation (2 (a-iii)), researchers have accumulated a body of findings related to
the act of quoting the self‘s and the other‘s utterance/action (e.g., Du Bois 1986; Kamada 2000). The
model by Leech and Short (2007 [1981]) classified quotation in terms of degrees of
‗interference‘—how much the narrator/ speaker mediates in speech (re)presentation. At the Free
Direct Speech (FDS) end of interference, the narrator is conveying what the character originally said
in the most direct way, in which case the interference from the narrator is at its lowest. The level of
interference increases as one moves along the cline to Direct Speech (DS), Free Indirect Speech (FIS),
Indirect Speech (IS), Narrative Report of Speech Acts (NRSA), and finally to Narrative Report of
Action (NRA), where interference is highest. 4 The distinction among these levels is useful because
the shift between different forms of quotation typically indexes the current position of the narrator‘s
origo in discourse.
Kamada (2000), building on Leech and Short‘s model, categorizes Japanese discourse in
terms of references to thought content, references to utterance itself, and references to action, the
distinctions among which I employ in this analysis. Kamada typically marks the quotation based on
certain linguistic expressions therein such as …te ‗that‘ (COMP)/ …ndatte, ‗(I) hear that,‘ …mitai na
‗like,‘ …to (ka) ‗and something like that,‘ and …gurai ‗and like that,‘ as well as on other bodily actions
that indicate quoting.
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The final semiotic resource I examine in the recording is eye gaze (2 (b-ii)).
Interaction-related studies of gaze have focused on the socio-psychological occurrence of gaze such as
gaining feedback, communicating interest or disinterest, mediating intimacy levels, expressing
emotions and influencing others. (Argyle 1988) as well as the discourse-oriented aspect of gaze, such
as asking a question, requesting a response, projecting conversational turns, and indexing narrative
structure and so forth (see Rossano 2012, Chap. 1 for an extensive review).
Earlier discourse studies by Kendon (1967) and Goodwin (1980) have revealed that a gaze can
serve as a cue for regulating conversation. For example, Kendon (1967) proposed an alternating
process of gaze in conversation such that the speaker looks away at the beginning of long utterances
(also when hesitating), and looks back at the addressee at the end of the utterance. Likewise,
Goodwin (1980) closely examined the function of gaze in conversation and narrative performance,
and confirmed that the speaker implicitly projects her turn or index at the climactic moment by
gazing at the interlocutor, stressing the multimodal coordination of utterance and bodily behaviors.
Hayashi, Mori and Takagi (2002) confirm that the same sort of coordination among linguistic
structure, gesture, and gaze occurs in Japanese conversation. However, a recent study by Rossano
(2012) finds competing results in natural conversation, where gaze behaviors were claimed to be
much more diverse and complex than scholarship has thus far acknowledged. These lines of research
reflect a recent orientation toward documenting the act of seeing in terms of socially constructed
practice and larger social processes in specific domains of action.
However, unlike these previous studies, this paper deals with poetic patterning created by
repetition and organization of gaze and speech as listenership management. Typically, Interviewer
A‘s eye gaze serves as a somatic reactive token such that it monitors B‘s and C‘s utterances, and
embodies a highly coordinated perception of the ongoing interaction and interpretation. In order to
better represent and analyze these multimodal elements, the multimedia annotation software ELAN
(developed by The Max Planck Institute) was mainly utilized as it enables a more facile examination
of the types and timing of verbal/nonverbal resources co-occurring and unfolding in the immediate
context.

Analyzing the Disaster Data
Hereafter I analyze the interview data adhering to the four layers of relevance framework above,
although the scale of complementarity used in the analysis is tentative and not necessarily
exhaustive. These layers, with varying degrees of relevance, overlap, and sometimes work separately
(but systematically) within a single stretch of discourse. In the linguistic level of relevance, some
linguistic constituents may not be realized in conversation due to repair, overlap, interruption,
and/or truncation. Therefore, I will instead focus on the interactional/enchronic level of relevance,
then move on to schematic and poetic levels of relevance.
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Interactional Level of Relevance
The interactional/enchronic level of relevance constitutes the basic core of ordinary interaction, and
typical instances on this level are an adjacency pair and turn-taking (Schegloff 1968, Enfield 2015).
Given the nature of the current data as an interview, a question-answer adjacency pair constitutes the
base of the interaction, with ‗question‘ as the first pair part (FPP) and ‗answer/response‘ as the
second pair part (SPP), occasionally ending with a comment or evaluation added, or with a
sequence-closing third (SCT: Schegloff 2007). Adjacency pairs constitute interaction and prevail in
verbal (and possibly nonverbal) interactions, although they can be institutionally modified to fit the
context, as in the IRE (Initiation-Response-Evaluation) sequences in the classroom (Mehan 1998), or
as embedded insertion sequences in, say, institutional encounters (cf. Drew and Heritage 1996).
The initial part of the segment begins to address the impact and aftermath of the disaster on
the family life of the interviewees (Excerpt 1). Under this transcription method (Du Bois et al. 1993) 5,
lines are based on intonation units demarcated by breath and various types of pauses (Chafe 1994).
1

A：

2
3

B：

4

A：

5
6
7
8

9

B：

10

A：

Nto (0.9)
‗We:ll,‘
San .. ten ichi’ichi ga atta jan.
‗we had the 3.11 Disaster, you know.‘
mhm.
‗Yeah.‘
Shinsai ga atta to.
‗The earthquake occurred, okay.‘
De shinsai ga atte:,
‗We had the earthquake, and‘
sono mae to ato to:,
‗before and after that,‘ ((―dichotomy‖ evoked))
kodomo o sodatete ite,
‗as you raise your children,‘
ishiki no henka-tte no wa atta?
‗has it (the disaster) changed your views on
parenting?‘
Tabemono (0.4) nomimono.
‗Food, and drinks.‘
Mm, m.
‗Uhum.‘
Excerpt 1
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Continuing from Line 4, Speaker A poses the question, ―Has it (the disaster) changed your views on
parenting?‖ (Line 8), to which Speaker B responds by enumerating the changes. What I see as an
important cue to the following development is the invocation of the temporal dichotomy ―before and
after (the earthquake)‖ in Line 6 as this dichotomous contrast later merges with the depart-return
schema (see below). At this point, however, Speaker B only explains that, out of concern for the
effects of radiation, they stopped eating their favorite mushrooms that their parents used to provide,
and also that they started feeling worried about taking children to the Tohoku District.
Following up on B‘s answers, Interviewer A turns to C (B‘s wife) and poses the same question,
although she asks, C-chan wa doo omou? ‗C-chan, what do YOU think (of the change)?‘ (Excerpt 2:
Line 94). (―Chan‖ is an endearment diminutive used for a peer or subordinate.)
93 A：
94
95 C：
96

97
98

A：

(2.0) ((turn to C))
C-chan wa (0.5) doo omou?
‗C-chan, what do YOU think?‘
Atashi wa,
‗As for me,‘
kanarazu ittekimasu no kao o miru.
‗I always make a point of seeing him depart for school, hearing him say ―bye—I‘ll
be back later.‖‘
Ah:::
‗Oh:::‘
<@ Soo [nan’da.] @>
‗you do.‘
Excerpt 2

Although this exchange occurrs 85 seconds after A‘s initial question to B (Excerpt 1), C answers,
rather succinctly, Atashi wa kanarazu ittekimasu no kao o miru ‗I always make a point of seeing him
depart for school, hearing him say ―bye—I‘ll be back later.‖‘ (Line 96). Here, the phrase, ittekimasu
no kao ‗(literally) his ―I go-and-come-back‖ face,‘ operates rather similarly as NRA (narrative report
of action) in quotation. This response may sound a little out of place, but is reasonable if we take it to
mean that this routine, which she had never before attempted, is the very change after the disaster.
As indicated, this response is received with A‘s realization marker Ah::, forming a typical IRE format
(Line 94 as question, Lines 95-96 as response, and Lines 97-98 as evaluation).
What persistently recurred in the data was this greeting-greeting adjacency pair, which
typically occurs among family members at leaving-home and coming-back-home occasions. In
Japanese, these greeting rituals consist of itte-kimasu=itte-rasshai ‗I‘m leaving/Come back safely‘
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and tada-ima=okaeri(-nasai) ‗I‘m home/Welcome back‘ pairs.6 Here, the FPP and SPP in both the
‗departing-home‘ and ‗returning-home‘ pairs can be reversed, but obviously, these ‗departing-home‘
and ‗returning-home‘ rituals cannot, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. ―Departing/returning home‖ greeting rituals

These ritual ‗pair sets‘ (not ‗pair parts‘) repeatedly appear during the seven-minute discussion,
and seem to form complementary sets on one notch higher than adjacency pairs. Along the course of
discussion, the original question about ―before/after-the-quake changes‖ become qualitatively
equivalated and merged in situ with the ‗depart-return‘ schema in terms of the ‗time-space‘ analogy
of the irreversibility of the ritual expressions and the earthquake (i.e., ―before earthquake : after
earthquake :: depart home : return home‖) (Figure 1). The earthquake hit the area at 14:46, when C‘s
children were at school, and hence away from home. The evocation of the metaphorical schema was
immediate but sustained for the rest of the interview.

Schematic Level of Relevance
I will now examine how an ontological and orientational image schema (depart-return), which was
evoked in situ by the interviewer‘s question, motivated the participants to appropriate their verbal
and nonverbal resources as the discussion develops. Specifically, I will reveal how nonreferential
texts (Silverstein 1976, 2004) came to emerge on the surface of verbal representations through
repeated enactments of (inter)actions. As indicated in (3) below, three full versions of the
depart-return schema appear with slight modifications each time, preceded and followed by an
elaborated element at the fringe (in brackets). The schema comprises of the activity of a child leaving
for school and then returning back to their home, expressed by the mother‘s, and elaborated on in
terms of, different but systematic patterns of quotation (underlined in (3): The numbers in
parenthesis indicate the line number in the transcript).
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(3)
(a) 1st enactment:
DEPART: Atashi wa kanarazu ittekimasu no kao o miru. (96)
‗I always make a point of seeing him depart for school, hearing him say to me ―bye—I‘ll be back later.‖‘
DEPART: itte rasshai-tte (110)
‗(I see them off,) saying ―See you later!‖‘
RETURN: Tadaima-tte kaettekuru no ga sugoi … shinsen. (115)
‗It is very ―refreshing (= astonishing)‖ when he returns home, saying ―I‘m back!‖‘
(b) 2nd enactment:
DEPART: Kanarazu itterasshai..te kao o (miru). (123)
‗I always make a point of seeing him depart for school, saying to him, ―See you later!‖‘
RETURN: Buji ni kaette kite. (141)
‗(Praying to myself,) ―Come back safely!‖‘
(c) 3rd enactment:
DEPART: Sono kyoo itta sugata toka o mae yori jikkuri miru.7 (209)
‗Compared to before, I watch him so much more intensely as he departs.‘
RETURN: Tadaima-tte ano ko-tachi kaette kuru kana. (236)
‗(Thinking to myself,) ―I wonder if they will make it back home safely, saying ‗I‘m home.‘‖‘
RETURN: mata tadaima-tte kaette kite, yoru isshoni tabereru kana: toka. (281)
‗I wonder if he will come back, saying ―I‘m home‖ and we can eat dinner together.‘

I now turn to the sequential exchanges that achieve this depart-return schema following the
first enactment in (3). Here, a common routine is eventually presented as something
refreshing/astonishing (3-a: Return). Also in the second and third enactments (3-b, c), the act of the
child‘s returning home is regarded as a cause for gratitude and worth praying for (more on this later).
93
94

A：

95

C：

(2.0) ((turns to C))
C-chan wa (0.5) doo omou?
‗C-chan, what do YOU think?‘
Atashi wa,
‗As for me,‘
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96 

97

A：

98
99

C：

100

A：

101

C：

kanarazu ittekimasu-no kao o miru.
‗I always make a point of seeing him depart for school, hearing him say to me ―bye—I‘ll
be back later.‖‘
A:::
‗Oh:::‘
<@ Soo [nan’da.] @>
‗You do.‘
[ Mo : ]nanka,
‗we:ll, you know,‘
unN.
‗Uhun.‘
nandaroo,
‗how can I put it ..‘
yappari nakunatta hito mo ippai iru kara:,

102
103

A：

104

C：

105

A：

106

C：

107

A：

108

C：

109

A：

110 

C:

111
112

A：

113

C：

114

A：

115 

C：

‗there are so many people who are gone (=died), so:‘
m: m: (0.5).
‗Mhm mhm.‘
i[1tsu- soo itsu- 1]
‗any time, yeah, any time,‘
[1Hanarete-te ne. 1]
‗While they were away from home, yeah.‘
itsu sooyuu fuuni nattemo okashiku nai jookyoo da[2 kara:, 2]
‗cuz such a situation may occur any time,‘
[2 m m m 2]
‗mh mh mh.‘
ma papa mo soo dakedo:,
‗well it could happen to yo:u, my dear,‘ ((turns to B, and back to A))
[3 mN mN mN mN. 3]
‗Mhm mhm mhm mhm.‘
[3 <Q@ itte rasshai-@Q>tte, 3]
‗so now I see them off, saying ―See you later!‖‘
>jibun wa ie ni iru kamo shirenai [4 kedo 4]<
‗though I may be staying home,‘
[4mN mN] mN mN,
‗Mhm mhm mhm mhm.‘
dashita hoo [5 de:
‗and I‘m the one who sees them off,‘
[5N::: N::: ((nods twice slowly))
((nod nod))
>Q tadaima Q<-tte kaette kuru no [6 ga 6] sugoi
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‗so when he returns home, saying ―I‘m home!,‖ (it is) really,‘
[6 mN 6]
‗Mhm.‘
shin[7 sen 7.]
‗refreshing (=astonishing).‘
[7 Hotto7] suru.
‗Relieved.‘
Excerpt 3 (partially reproduced)

If the depart-return schema works as one unit, initiating the first pair set (or even part of the
depart) will induce the need to fill the second pair set (the return). Given this, ittekimasu (no kao)
(Line 96) and C‘s self-quotation itterasshai ‗(literally) please go and come (=see you later)‘ (Line 110)
together depict the depart ritual set. Then, in Line 115, there appears a reference to the utterance of
C‘s son, tadaima ‗I‘m home,‘ which is a counterpart of the departure ritual, and as such, it creates a
superordinate action unit in which subordinate action sets are temporally disjointed. In this way, the
utterances in Lines 96, 110-115 represent the abovementioned depart-return schema such that it
involves a self/other dichotomy—―I see off the child to school‖ vs. ―the child returns home safely.‖
This exchange was thereby evaluated as shinsen ‗refreshing/astonishing,‘ expressed with the sense of
celebration and gratitude associated with the fact that such a commonplace activity fortunately
continues to be practiced despite that so many people died in the earthquake (Line 102).
As for other features that contribute to bounding the interview into separate segments,
Speaker C almost always combines single discourse markers (moo, soo, nanka, yappa, etc.) to
assemble lead-ins into her utterance (such as moo nanka, soo nanka, and soo yappa, all of which
roughly mean ―It‘s something like, …‖ or ―I mean, …‖). Here, she employs these markers to
contextualize her utterances and to introduce a new topic. At each instance of the depart-return
schema arises, it is invariably preceded and accompanied by these markers.
Excerpt (4), which depicts the third/final enactment of the depart-return schema (see (3)),
demonstrates an intriguing instance of the complementary nature of the schema. There, immediately
following the first pair set (the ‗depart‘), B suddenly interrupts with his contradictory comment (Line
221).
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C

209 
210

A：

211

C：

212

A：

213

C：

214

A：

215

C:

216
217

A：

218
219

C：

220

A：

221

B:

Soo demo nanka,
‗Yeah but you know,‘
sono kyoo itta sugata toka o:,
=>
‗(I watch) the scene of his leaving home today,‘
N N N ((nod only))
((Nods three times))
mae yori jikkuri miru-tte yuu ka, ((NRA)) =>
‗more intently than before, you know, like‘
N mN mN ((nod + RT))
‗N mhm mhm‘
kotchi kara mo me de ot[1-te,
=>
‗I track him with my eyes from here.‘
[1 mN [2 mN mN ((nod + RT))
‗mhuh mhuh mhuh.‘
[2mata nikai ni hashitte-itte,
‗and then run upstairs‘
[3ushiro kara mo mitari toka, ((NRA))

C: Narrative report

of self-action

C: Narrative report

=>

of self-action

=>

‗and watch him from behind, and so on,‘
[3 mN mN <@mN@> hxhx ((nod + RT + laughter))
‗mhuh mhuh mhaha‘
miokuru yone.
‗We surely see them off.‘
Soo.
‗yeaahh.‘
Wakaru [wakaru.
‗(I) understand (I) understand.‘ ((cognition verb repeated))
[A: sokka, ore anmari soyatte omowanai na:.
‗Oh really, I don‘t see it quite like that.‘
Excerpt 4

Here again, it is no coincidence that C‘s discourse marker soo demo nanka ‗yeah but you
know what‘ (Line 208) marks the starting point of her third depiction of the depart-return schema.
Then, at alternating lines from Lines 209 to 216, C uses quotation formats such as …te yuuka (Line
211) and toka (Line 216) (in the square box) to shift to evaluated depictions by resorting to a set of
two NRAs (Lines 209/211 and Lines 213/215/216), which are roughly equivalent but elaborated more
in the second depiction.
Interviewer A also supports C‘s utterances in terms of reactive tokens (RTs) by monitoring C‘s
responses, securing listenership, and facilitating the discussion (in the transcript, a continuer with
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nasalized exhalation is represented as ‗m,‘ while a simple head nod without voicing is represented as
‗N.‘ When a nod is accompanied by a nasalized exhalation, the symbol ‗mN‘ is used). We see that A‘s
RTs to C‘s utterances create a tonally sensitive, homologous shift to ‗involvement‘ (Tannen 1989).
Specifically, A‘s initial response to C is to just to nod (‗N‘: Line 210), although she begins to both nod
and utter ‗m‘ midway (‗mN‘: Line 212). She then fully nods and utters ‗m‘ (‗mN‘: Line 214) three
times, and finally, the RT ‗mN‘ is escalated to merge with laughter on the last beat of her RT
(‗@mN@‘: Line 217). At the same time, the overlapping area begins to spread more extensively from
Line 213. Notably, each of A‘s four responses consists of three beats, and they comprise repeated
iterations of equivalent elements (albeit not completely homogenous). As the participants project
these cumulative and equivalent responses, an accommodative structure begins to form.
By enhancing involvement together, A conveys empathy for C‘s depiction of the school
commute, saying mi-okuru yo ne ‗(we) surely see them (our kids) off‘ (Line 218), using the final
particle ‘ne‗ that indicates affective common ground (Cook 1992; Kataoka 1995). At the moment a
cognition verb wakaru ‗understand‘ (in bold) is introduced (Line 220), it is suddenly interrupted
midway by B‘s overlapping interjection (Line 221).The question at present is, why at this timing?
I now discuss the occurrences following Speaker B‘s interruption (Excerpt 5).
220

A：

221

B:

222
223

C?:

224

A?

225

C:

226

B:

227

A:

228
229
230

B:

Wakaru [1wakaru. ((cognition verb repeated))
‗(I) understand (I) understand.‘
[1A: sokka, ore anmari soya[2tte omo-wa nai na:. ((negated cog. verb))
‗Oh really, I don‘t see it quite like that.‘
[3 San-ten-ichi-ichi ga sugita atomo
‗even after the 3.11 disaster.‘
[2 Nanka,
‗Well,‘
[3 A-ssoo
‗Oh really.‘
(1.0) Omou. ((cognition verb))
‗I do think (so).‘
Omo[-wa nai na:. ((negated cognition verb))
‗I really don‘t think (so).‘
[San-ten-ichi-ichi no ato dato omou, ((cognition verb))
‗I think it was after the 3.11 disaster (that I started feeling that way).‘
sore wa, atashi.
‗that‘s (what) I (think).‘
[>So(re) <C-chan to-- ((Turning to C))
‗That, with C-chan (you)—‗
[Sore ga tsuyoku natta? ((tsu/yo\ku: LHL))
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231

A:

232

C:

233

A:

234

C：

235

A：

236 

C：

237 

A：

‗Has it (the feeling) become stronger?‘
Un tsuyoku natta ((tsu\yoku: HLL))
‗Yeah it has become stronger.‘
Tsuyoku natta ((tsu/yo\ku: LHL))
‗It has become stronger.‘
Tsuyoku natta ((tsu\yoku: HLL))
‗It has become stronger.‘
Koko de: moshikasite mata kitara:,
‗If (an earthquake) hits us again,‘
un.
‗Uhun.‘
<Q tadaima Q>-tte anokota[chi kaettekuru kana- [soo
‗I wonder if he will make it back home safely, saying ‗I‘m home!‘
[Un kaette kuru kana–[tte omou! ((cognition verb))
‗Yeah I think ―I wonder if they will come home alright.‖‘

238
239

C：

240

A：

un.
‗Uhun.‘
(0.8) Soo [omou no. ((cognition verb))
‗That‘s what I think.‘
[un.
‗Uhun.‘
Excerpt 5

As mentioned above, Speaker B suddenly interrupted with a negative comment, ―I don‘t see it
quite like that‖ at Line 221. The motivation for the timing of B‘s interjection deserves consideration.
Speaker B (C‘s husband) generally maintains silence across a space of 100 lines. It is illuminating that
the timing of his intervention occurs immediately after the utterance of A‘s repeated cognition verb
wakaru ‗understand‘ (Line 220). As seen from B‘s change-of-state token (Heritage 1984), A: ‗oh‘ and
the interjection sokka ‗okay‘ (Line 221), the shared understanding between the two women (A and C)
is not as B expected. Moreover, B would have realized that there would be no other moment to
present a disagreement, most likely as repeated cognition verbs in Japanese discourse can project the
closure of the sequence (Ono and Suzuki 2018; Kouda 2015). Thus, it is highly reasonable to assume
that B must have taken A‘s utterance in Line 220 as the last chance to ‗jump in.‘
However, B‘s utterances in Lines 221 and 222 were robustly countered by A and C (Lines 225
to 233). B ventures further, rebutting A and C‘s utterances and reiterating omowanai naa ‗I really
don‘t see it that way‘ (Line 226). However, he then falls silent after A and C close the potential for
further rebuttal. They did so by repeating tsuyoku (natta) ‗(It) has become stronger‘ (Lines 230 to
233), employing different tones based on regional dialects (L for ―low‖ and H for ―high‖ tones). 8
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Thus, countering B‘s interjection, A and C are sufficiently equipped to get the discourse back on track
by reaffirming the change in consciousness. As is the case with wakaru ‗understand,‘ exchanging and
repeating the same verb (and even phrase) between the speakers serves as a marker of shared
cognition/interpretation, and indicates that it is closure-relevant. Immediately following this
utterance, they shift to the next topic about an emergency alarm issued by the government.
Here, the ‗depart‘ depiction initiated in Line 209 (Excerpt 4) is not complemented by the
counterpart (the ‗return‘) influenced by B‘s interruption at Line 221. It appears rather abrupt that,
immediately following Line 233, Speaker C resumes matter-of-factly the second pair set in the
‗depart-return‘ schema. C again (for the third time) refers to her child returning home from school
from Line 234 onward. Remember that the third ‗depart-return‘ schema can only be completed once
this fault is compensated for. It is no coincidence, I believe, that A and C proceed to restore the faulty
schema by creating overlapping utterances related to the returning home action (Lines 236 and 237)
and by jointly iterating the cognition verb omou ‗think‘ to indicate closure (Lines 237 and 239). A
missing component in a schema must be filled for the stability of unity.
Providing that an adjacency pair is an act which is achieved via interactional relevance, and
that the ‗depart-return‘ unit emerges via schematic relevance, then it is plausible to conceive that
poetic relevance is at work in terms of the complementary necessity of fulfilling a culturally preferred
formation of text, to which we now turn.

Ethnopoetic Level of Relevance
In my previous work, I have observed many cases where participants appear very reluctant to
terminate a narrative without fulfilling anticipated poetic components (Kataoka 1998, 2011, 2012b).
Such order-restoring acts are evidently oriented toward (ethno)poetically preferred formations,
possibly in spontaneous talks and conversations.
Excerpt 6 describes emergency situations that may occur during a school commute. This
segment involves recurrent patterns of verbal and nonverbal equivalents in multi-layered levels. At
the beginning of Excerpt 6, C introduces behaviors recommended in an emergency situation, by
combining the abovementioned discourse markers, here realized as soo yappa ‗yeah I mean‘ (Line
151). In the first subset, she summarizes her action using a ‗constructed‘ dialogue (Tannen
1989)—constructed in the sense that her utterances may comprise some evaluative fabrication rather
than direct renditions of talk.
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Excerpt 6-1
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B

Excerpt 6-2

Below I briefly examine the four elements that overarch excerpt 6: (a) C‘s use of quotation
types; (b) C‘s repetition of yuu ‗say‘; (c) A‘s patterned use of RTs and yuu ‗say‘; and (d) the
distribution of A‘s eye gazes. In this analysis, I posit that Excerpt 6 is composed of two equivalent
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subsets, both of which refers to C‘s own advice to her son and the excessive frequency of her actions,
back-channeled by A‘s supportive RTs throughout the exchange. A‘s and C‘s utterances feature
parallelism across the first and the second subsets, with Lines 166-167 serving as the pivot, where the
role reversal occurs such that A directly quotes her own advice instead, and C back-channels using
the same RT.
First, C‘s self-quotations of her advice, which appear twice, are constructed in terms of ‗If X,
then do Y‘ format (Lines 153-154, 162-164), but are gradually modified and reduced in size and
precision to the ‗If X, it‘s Y‘ and truncated to ‗(If X, then) Do Y‘ formats in the second subset (Lines
168, 171). In addition to these, another unit appears coupled with expressions of an equivalent nature
(see double underlines in Excerpt 6), namely, yatara yucchau ‗I cannot help but say (that) so often‘
(Line 156), and binkan ni yucchau ‗I‘m so compulsive and cannot help but say (that)‘ (Line 160) in
the first subset, and urusaku yuu… ‗say (that) so insistently‘ (Line 173) and binkan ni (yuu) ‗(I say) so
compulsively‘ (Line 175) in the second subset.
An intriguing feature in this extract is A‘s sequence of cooperative and instantaneous RTs,
which are formed interactively at different levels. Conspicuously, Speaker A employ ‗yes‘ type RTs in
the first subset (Lines 161, 163, 165). These RTs are tonally raised and gradually emphasized (as
indicated by the ―↑‖ and ―!‖ symbols in Lines 163, 165), thus showing augmented agreement between
A and C. However, in the second subset, her RTs switch to more sedated ones by laminating ‗m‘
(nasalized exhalation) and ‗nodding.‘ Still, we see that the iterations of such RTs correspond to the
number of the above verbal RTs if we compare Lines 161, 163, 167 and Lines 172, 174, 180.
Observing the verbal aspect, it appears that the repeated reporting verb yuu ‗say‘ is serving as
a lubricant for cooperatively facilitating C‘s utterances, i.e., as RT. In response to C‘s quotation at
Line 154, A repeats the verb yuu (Line 155), and utters it on two more occasions, creating a
three-iteration sequence (Lines 155, 157, and 159). The same sequence appears again in the second
subset (Lines 169, 170, and 178), in exactly the same internal structure: (yuu yuu + yuu + yuu) but
with more emphasis (Line 170: sugoi ‗very much‘) and focus (Line 178: sore ‗that‘) applied.
Even more interestingly, gaze-shifting to B and other physical actions are performed in
conjunction with the verb yuu ‗say‘ as if to monitor B‘s reaction and to solicit agreement from him. In
both the first and second subsets, Interviewer A applies the ‗stroke‘ phase (McNeill 1992) of gaze to B
three times out of the four yuu tokens uttered (at Lines 155, 157, 159 and Lines 169, 178), positioning
B as the main recipient of this utterance-turned-RT.9 Then again, A utters the cognition verb wakaru
‗understand‘ in Line 176, seemingly projecting the termination of topic.
All these four elements, although the order of occurrences is different, emerge in both the first
and the second subsets, comprising the ‗recurrent returns‘ (Jakobson 1966) that repeat themselves
on multiple poetic levels. Any elements employed in the first subset are not missing in the second,
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just as an adjacency pair cannot be completed without a second pair part. Even if the participants
were unaware of their control, they would be unconsciously bound and oriented toward the covert
(ethno)poetic formation. Such a covert pull toward poetic construction of text seems to underlie
language use as shared preference.
This ordered performance repeatedly occurs. Following the discussion in Excerpt 6, Speakers
A and C begin exhibiting more straightforward but more intricately coordinated patterns of recurrent
returns. In Excerpt 7, they begin discussing precautions for their children to take, and refer to
unexpected car accidents that their children may encounter in commuting to school. A remarkable
feature of this extract is that utterances and RTs between Speakers C and A exhibit a discursive
synthesis of odd- and even-number units of different sizes.
I assume that the beginning of the exchange is Line 192, where C changes her tone of voice to
match that of quoted speech. Prior to the interview, there had been a spate of accidents in which a car
ran into a group of children walking to school, and so Speaker C was apparently alerting her son to
the risk of encountering such an incident. As indicated by the braces on the right-hand side in
Excerpt 7, the first set of C‘s comments consists of three lines (Lines 192, 194, and 196); two lines
representing her own (possibly fictive) utterances to her son (Lines 192 and 194) and one line
representing her evaluative thought about her son (Line 196). The equivalent organization recurs in
an expanded form, consisting of five lines. Of these, three lines exemplify Speaker C‘s (possibly
fictive) utterances (Lines 198, 200, and 202) followed by a quotation marker –tte itte ‗I said‘ (Line
202), and two more lines emerge with which she reports on her evaluative thought (Lines 204 and
206). In both segments, the sequence of her quotation types is the same, shifting from utterance
(action) to thought, and signifying the body-mind contrast.
Turning to Speaker A‘s reaction, in response to this (3+5=) 8-line reiterative structure, she
performs varied but consistent responses to each of Speaker C‘s utterances (brackets on the left-hand
side), culminating in a sequence consisting of four sets of repeated phrases in 8 (=2+2+2+2) lines:
Two lines of ‗mN,‘ two lines of laughter, two lines of ‗hai,‘ and another two lines of ‗mN.‘ That way
Speakers C and A concatenate their utterances with overlaps that are laminated at the boundaries.
Their interjections and frequent RTs do not obstruct the flow of the conversation—indeed, C never
once restarts or discontinues an utterance. Rather, the participants permit and encourage one
another to interject in this way, and in so doing, they collaboratively achieve heavy involvement and
focused participation. Once they end their parts, they move to a new topic as if their roles were
prescribed and choreographed for this performance.
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Soo.
‗Yeah:.‘
[˚Kowai yo.˚
‗It‘ scary.‘
[Jibun ga:… ne: chuui shitetemo,
‗even if, you know, (we) pay a lot of attention,‘
Un.
‗uhuh‘
<Q ushiro [kara kitara [are dakara, ((DS))
‗―if it (car)‘s coming up behind you, it‘s …‖ you know,‘
C: Quote of self[unN
[umN umN umN umN umN N
utterance
‗Uhun
un un un un un (nod).‘
tonikaku ochitsuite dooro o arukina-- Q>. [1hx ((DS))
‗―Anyway you gotta be attentive when walking on the street,‖‘
[1 mN [2mN mN mN
‗mhm mhm mhm mhm‘
[2 Shoogo ni kagitte wa tokuni ne. ((NR))
C: Narrative report
‗especially my son Shoogo should be.’
of self-thought
m @@@@[3@ @@@@ ((Looks at B))
((laughing))
<Q [3 Kyoro kyoro shitari, ((DS))
‗ ―Don‘t look around restlessly,‖ ‘
[4@@@@
((laughing)) ((Looks down a moment))
C: Quote of self[4 kasa o furi-mawashi tari shinaide, ((DS))
utterance
‗―don‘t swing around your umbrella,‖‘
hai hai hai [5hai hai
‗yes yes yes yes yes‘
[5 shinken ni aruki nasai Q>[6 -tte itte. ((DS))
‗―you gotta walk seriously,‖ that‘s what I say.‘
[6 hai hai hai hai hai
‗yes yes yes yes yes‘
(0.8) Bibiri dakara sa uchi no ko [7wa sa. ((NR))
‗Cuz my kid is timid, I should say.‘
C: Narrative report
[7 °mN mN mN°
of self-thought
((nods))
Toriaezu yuttokoo to omo- [8tte. ((NR))
‗I wanna make it clear just in case, so I thought.‘ ((cognition verb))
[8 mN mN mN ((=> move to next topic))
‗mhm mhm mhm‘
Excerpt 7

In this way, C and A seem to interactively form order and enhance agreement through a high
degrees of speaker-hearer coordination and involvement. Given these observations, it seems
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reasonable to postulate that the participants were oriented to building their discussion along/around
certain discourse structures shared as habitus, or ―a system of durable, transposable dispositions‖
(Bourdieu, 1990, p. 53).

Theoretical Discussion
The phenomenon observed in this analysis—i.e., the convergence on such ontological schemas as
―depart-return‖ and ―action-thought‖ (or ―body-mind‖) pairs and on preferred poetic
structures—arguably exerts a similar binding power in ways to complement the missing elements.
The formations therein have been frequently observed in Japanese discourse, and are argued to be
characterized by odd-number structures at the ‗verse/stanza‘ levels (Hymes 1996; Minami and
McCabe, 1991; Kataoka 2009, 2010, 2011, 2017). This covert, kata ‗style/pattern‘-adhering format,
accumulated and entrenched among native speakers of Japanese (e.g., Minamoto 1992), contributes
to elucidating the cultural assets and habitus of Japanese speakers.
That being the case, odd numbered units (Speaker C‘s utterances above) represent the ground
on which even numbered units (Speaker A‘s RTs) are laminated upon as the figure in the schematic
organization. Hymes (1981, 1996) argued that, despite distinct cultural preferences toward an evenor odd-number formation on the intermediate levels (verse/stanza), the content that deviates from
the underlying poetic structure operates as the figure, and as such, can mark a salient moment in
narrative. In this way, the participants apparently facilitated a lead-in into the third ‗depart-return‘
schema that occurs after Excerpt 7 (see Excerpt 4, which also comprises a similar internal
organization to that in Excerpt 7).10 This schema well comprises the geometrical configuration of
poeticity (Jakobson, 1971), both cognitively and culturally anticipated.
To illustrate the observations made so far, a rough sketch of the relationships between the
four levels would look like Figure 2.

Figure 2. Complementary emergence of conditional multilayered relevance
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Linguistic poetics mainly concerns phono/morpho-syntactic level of complementarity, but
this idea could also be applied to higher levels of performance and practice. An interactional /
enchronic relevance admittedly underlies the mechanism of turn-taking and adjacency pairs, knitting
the sequence of conversation together into a coherent whole. It would not be surprising, however, to
find other types of complementary relationships such that doublets, triplets, quadruples, etc. fulfill
other levels of relevance conditioned otherwise. Such instances examined here are the schematic
(depart-return) and action-thought (or body-mind) dichotomies that recurred to form coordinated
orientations.
Further, the language-cognition-culture complex was mobilized to form a higher level of
poetic relevance that is culturally anticipated and favored. These types of complementarity may be
evoked at opportune moments as ―lyric epiphany‖ (Friedrich 2001) in discourse in keeping with a
preferred ‗fashion of speaking‘ (Whorf 1956), as if they were choreographed to dance in interactive
harmony. However, the binding power seems to be attenuated as we move up the ladder, and
becomes less visible and perceptible (or more indexical). In other words, a complementary
relationship can be observed (largely) mandatorily in grammar, anticipatorily in interaction,
occasionally in schema, and covertly in (ethno)poetic formations, depending on the ease of
emergence onto our awareness.
To show the dynamic and indeterminate nature of these levels, we could easily make up
imaginary instances in which linguistic, interactive, schematic, and poetic levels of relevance are
interlaced depending on the context of use (4).
(4)
(a) ―I like Ike.‖
(b) A: X-chan left home early, like eight this morning, but …
B: hasn‘t come back home yet?

(4-a) is a well-known slogan which shows that poetic relevance works within a single-sentence level,
while (4-b) exhibits a combined case of interactional and schematic relevance in that A‘s utterance is
complemented in terms of B‘s collaborative finish (Clancy, et al., 1996; Lerner, 1996) based on
grammatical constituency and the ‗depart-return‘ schema. This cline is amenable to immediate
circumstantial contingencies of the context, and the scale of complementarity can be calibrated in
situ in an inter-regulatory manner between different levels.11
Finally, relating the findings to collateral effects raised at the outset (Sidnell and Enfield
2012), it would be an intriguing question to ask what effects the use of certain cognition verbs
induces, and whether it cross-linguistically projects the relevance to a topic closure and/or boundary.
In addition, given the behaviors of reactive tokens (RTs) observed here, consequences and value
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judgements promoted by some Japanese RTs may not equally hold across languages (cf. Maynard,
1987; Clancy et al., 1996). If, for example, English RTs are conducted with the same manner and
frequency in conversation, the hearer/listener would quite likely produce different consequent
actions. These are the empirical questions that need to be further addressed with respect to relative
validity and affordability of linguistic forms designed for a common aim.

Conclusion
In this paper we have examined the scene where the participants were discussing tragic and
heart-wrenching contingencies for the family, but they were found quite cooperative and harmonious
in terms of the discursive coordination. Such coordination was not simply achieved by acknowledged
mechanisms for conditional relevance such as adjacency pairs and turn-taking but also by
higher-order managements on schematic and poetic levels of complementarity. However, scarcely
any interaction research has examined how conditional relevance works beyond the micro-level
organization. We have confirmed that higher-order relevance is also in operation as entrenched
dispositions such as schemas and preferred poetic formations, where ―complementarity‖ is at stake.
The best we could do is to attempt to access the central core of the practice by calibrating the
scale, locally and mutually geared toward context. It is quite remarkable how such calibration occurs
instantaneously at different layers through a synchronous and dialectical synthesis. Thus it should
always be reminded that any such pieces of interaction are a spontaneous product of language,
cognition, and culture that requires multi-level analysis of various semiotic resources.
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Endnotes
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

Here, the initials S and A are abbreviations of ‘summon’ and ‘answer’ (Schegloff 1972).
Lyric epiphany refers to a momentary, and yet momentous, manifestation of a lyrical form in an epic form, or
by extension, poetic emergence in everyday talk. Typically, lyric epiphanies manifest themselves as
rhetorical features such as a special contour, an increase in vocabulary density, metaphors, repetition, and
parallelism.
I appreciate Ms. Takako Okamoto’s permission to let me use this interview data for the analysis. This paper
partially overlaps with my previous research (Kataoka 2017), but the theme and the focus of analysis is
different.
However, the ranks outlined by Leech and Short (2007 [1981]) are based on narratives in creative writing.
Unlike in actual conversations, the true narrator (the author) is hidden behind the apparent narrators
(characters), so there is some room for debate on the effectiveness of equating these indices with natural
speech.
Transcription symbols (cf. Du Bois et al. 1993):
, Continuative
. Terminative
[1 ] Overlap
: Lento (slow speech)
.. <0.2 second pause
… 0.3–0.6 second pause
(1.0) >0.7 second pause
(( )) Comment
- - Truncated intonation unit
＝ Latching
@ Laugh pulse
<@ @>Laugh quality
<Q Q> Quotation quality
° ° Piano
< > Long feature
> < Allegro (rapid speech)
! booster
 high pitch
XXX Unintelligible
m nasalized exhalation
N nod without voicing
mN nod with nasalized exhalation
Okaeri and tadaima are abbreviated casual phrases for okaeri nasai ‘welcome back home’ and tadaima
kaerimashita ‘I’m back home now.’
This is not a quote of utterance but is what Leech and Short (2007 [1981]) calls ‘NRA (narrative report of
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8
9

10

11
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action)’ of the departure scene.
Speaker A is originally from Tokyo, while Speaker B and C are local residents in Tochigi Prefecture.
In this segment, the default target of A’s eye gaze had been C, which served as the ‘home position’ of gaze.
Given this, A’s temporary gaze shift to B can be regarded as a stroke gesture.
I was not able to cover all the cases of these dichotomous schemas in this paper due to the limitation of space.
However, I observed that such dichotomous schemas occurred five times in a recursively fractal manner of
triplets and quintets, as also seen for the internal structure of Excerpts 4 and 7 (see Kataoka 2017).
For example, we could postulate gestural and ideological levels of relevance (e.g., Silverstein 2004; McNeill
2003), but they concern different scales which may incorporate either or all of interactional,
cognitive/schematic, and poetic levels of relevance.
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